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INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, TX) be a topological space and let open(X) be the category 
associated to (X, TX) in the canonical way. Let R be Ring, i.e. a presheaf 
of rings over open(X), let for any U, V E open(X) such that V C U, the 
restriction homomorphism R(U) + R(V) be denoted by $. We consider 
the Grothendieck category of presheaves of left modules over the fixed 
presheaf R and we denote it by R-Mod. If IKE R-Mod then e;(M) will 
stand for the restriction homomorphisms of the presheaf M. 
In [8], torsion theories in R-Mod have been introduced. The basic theory 
expounded there allows the formation of Modules of quotients in a way 
very similar to the usual localization techniques in module categories. 
A Ring of quotients was constructed in case the torsion theory F is local, 
i.e. F can be described by giving torsion theories F(U) in R( U)-mod, for 
every U E open(X), which patch together in a certain way. It has been 
indicated in [8] that Pointwise results could be derived for arbitrary 
torsion theories. 
In this paper we present structural properties for Pointwise localization 
at contractible torsion theories. Contractibility is a local-global condition 
which is highly incompatible with locality, what explains why, in order 
to deal with Ring theoretical aspects of localization, it is necessary to 
split the theory in a local and a contractible case. 
In section 3 of this paper we study “Pointwise property (T)” more 
explicitely. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let R be a Ring with unit 1, i.e. T(U) = ls(r-7). Let ME R-Mod. A global 
section ,u E x(X) defines a Point ,ii of A? (notation: p E B) as follows : 
A U) =&w(P) f or every U E open(X). A presheaf is said to be jiabby 
if its restriction maps are surjeotive. Throughout, R is supposed to be a 
flabby Ring. 
A torsion theory F in R-Mod is a left exact subfimctor of the identity 
fun&or in R-Mod, such that F(N/F(M))=O for all EVE R-Mod. To F we 
correspond a filter 2(F) of left Ideals as follows: S?(F) = {I left Ideals 
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of R such that R/I is F-torsion). We restrict attention to torsion theories 
F for which 9’(F) is an idernpotent jilter, i.e. 9’(F) satisfies: 
i) If IEZ(F), ,IZIZR then (1:~) ES(F). 
ii) If I is a left Ideal such that there exists a J E 9(F) so that, for all 
,E E J, (I: p) E L?(F), then I E 9(F). 
It is not hard to construct a torsion theory F such that .9(F) coincides 
with a given idempotent filter. However F is not uniquely determined 
by 9(F). If M E R-Mod then the set of Points of bI determines a sub- 
presheaf PM of M, moreover, since R is flabby it is clear that P2K is 
in a natural way an R-Module. 
LEMMA 1.1. If Z’(F) is an idempotent filter then 9(F) has a basis 
consisting of flabby left Ideals. 
PROOF. Let I E A?(F), then PI is a left Ideal of R. Moreover, ,ii E I 
if and only if ,E E PI. Thus, for all ,IZ E I we have (PI: p) = R E S(F). 
Hence, by condition ii) for and idempotent titer, PI E S?(F) follows n 
For any U E open(X), the set R( U)-tors of torsion theories in R( U)-mod 
is a complete distributive lattice and the restriction morphisms &(R) 
define lattice-morphisma ,$! : R( U)-tors + R( V)-tors, where V C U in 
open(X). A torsion theory F in R-Mod is local if F(M)(U) =F(U)(M(U)) 
for every M E R-Mod, U E open(X) ; where F(U) E R( U)-tors and cFF( U) Q 
Q F( 7) for every V E open(X), V C U. 
A local torsion theory reduces R if Ker & C F( U)(R( U)), for all P C U 
in open(X). Localization theory for local F reducing R has been studied 
in more detail in [8]. Recall too, that F is said to be contmctibZe if 
F(MIU)=F(M)IU f or all U E open(X), M E R-Mod, where MI U is detied 
by (MIU)(?‘)= M( U fi V). Note that we abuse notation here, since M/U 
is not the restriction of M to U but it is what is usually denoted by 
(MI U)X, i.e. the extension by zero outside U of the restriction of M to U. 
We recall the following definitions, for E E R-Mod; E is Pointwise 
F-torsion if E = F(E) is flabby ; E is Pointwise F-torsion free if PF(M) = 0; 
E is Pointwise F-injective if for a given exact row in R-Mod: 0 --f N + 
-+ M -+ M/N + 0, with M/N being Pointwise F-torsion, and given R- 
homomorphism f : N --f E, there exists an R-homomorphism g : M + E 
such that g/N = f. If moreover g is unique as such then E is said to be 
faithfully Pointwise F-injective. 
We list some results without proofs ; the reader is referred to [8] for 
more details. The results hold for arbitrary torsion theories F i.e. even 
if Y(F) does not satisfy condition ii) for an idempotent filter. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following statements are equivalent : 
1) E is Pointwise F-injective and Pointwise F-torsion free. 
2) E is faithfully Pointwise F-injective. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. E is Pointwise F-injective if and only if every R- 
homomorphism f : 1 --t E, with I E Z(F) may be extended to g : R + E 
such that we get the commutative diagram: 
-0-I 
1 
-9 
f /’ /‘9 
E’ 
PROPOSI~ON 1.4. Let 0 + E’ +- E + E” + 0 be an exact sequence in 
R-Mod. If E is Pointwise F-injective and if E” is Pointwise F-torsion 
free, then E’ is Pointwise F-injective. 
Now let ME R-Mod be F-torsion free. The injective hull E of M is 
F-torsion free too. Define BPP(M) C E by the following exact sequence: 
0 + M --f Em(M) + PF(E/M) + 0 
for this EPF(M) we have: 
!&IEOREW 1.6. Let M E R-Mod be F-torsion free. There is a unique 
Epp(M) (up to isomorphism) in R-Mod such that Em(M) is Pointwise 
faithfully F-injective, EPF(M) contains M and Epp(M)/M is Pointwise 
F-torsion. 
For arbitrary M E R-Mod, put &m(M) = E~F(M/F(M)). Note that, by 
construction of Em(M/F(M)), we have that &p(M) is not only Pointwise 
F-torsion free but it is even F-torsion free! If F is contractible then we 
have constructed the Module of quotients &p(M), for M E R-Mod, cf. 
Theorem 4.1. in [8], and by construction of &m(M) as a submodule of 
the injective hull of M, it is clear that &p(M) C &p(M). 
2. POINTWISE LOUALIZATION FOR CONTRACTIBLE TORSION THEORIES 
If M R-Mod, denote M/F(M) by a and let E be an injective hull of B. 
By construction: &pp(M)/lif E PF(E/B), therefore we have: &m(M) = 
= i@+P&m(M), but unless g is flabby, &m(M) is not necessarily flabby, 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be either local or contractible and let M be a 
flabby R-Module then f&(M) =P&(M). 
PROOF. t&(M) has been constructed for either local or contractible F, 
cf. [8] and by construction of &F(M) it follows immediately that 
P&(M) C &p(M). On the other hand, if M is flabby then B is flabby 
too since it is an homomorphic image of M. Therefore, from the exact 
sequence, 
0 + i@ e= &m(M) -+ PF(E@) --f 0 
with flabby extremes, it follows that &p(M) is flabby, hence &F(M) C 
CP&(M) n 
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In general QPF is not a left exact functor in R-Mod, however the fol- 
lowing lemma is useful: 
LEMMA 2.2. QPF is left semi-exact. 
PROOB. Let N CM be R-Modules, then we may take injective hulls 
E(m), E(g) of R, a resp. such that E(m) CE(..@). We get a commutative 
diagram : 
Since YZ F(E(fl)/fl) C P(E(g)/@ we obtain: 
By construction Qpp(N) maps to PF(E(iV)/R) under j, hence into 
PF(E(H)/B) under (Fn)j. Commutativity of the diagram then yields 
that Q&V) maps into QPF(~M) n 
The following proposition states that Pointwise localization is “nice” 
in case F is local and reduces R. Thus the results of [8] concerning these 
torsion theories have Pointwise consequences but we leave it to the reader 
to find these out. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If F is a local torsion theory reducing R, then 
QPF(R) is a Ring. 
PROOF. In [8] we have shown that &F(R) is a Ring, therefore &p(R)(X) 
is a ring. Since ev x is a ring homomorphism, it follows that Im & is a 
subring of R( 0). Therefore PQp(R)( 0) is a ring. By Lemma 2.1., QPF(R)( U) 
is a ring for every U E open(X) and thus &I-V(R) is a Ring n 
We return to contractible tomion theories. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M E R-Mod and let I E L?(F) be a fla.bby left Ideal, 
then for all ,C E M we have: 1(,~l U) = (11 U)(,E~ 0) for all U E open(X). 
8 Indagationes 
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PROOF. Take V E open(X) ; (I&l U))( p) =I( V)p( U n I’). Since &(I) = 
=&]1( U), and because: I( I’),$ U n V) =& n v(I( V))p( U n V) we may 
deduce, using flabbiness of I, that: (I(plU))( V) =I( U n V)p( U n V) = 
=vIwPlw~) n 
REMARK: By Lemma l.l., 9(F) has a basis of flabby left IdeaIs. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let F be a contractible torsion theory, then &F(R) 
is a flabby Ring and the Ring structure is uniquely determined by the 
R-Module structure. 
PROOF. It is clear that &F(R) is a flabby R-Module. Let FE&F(R) 
and consider z,,: R--f QPF(R), defined by i -+ p. There exists a unique 
R-morphism &, making the following diagram commute: 
R -QPF@) 
jF $, 
I / 
&F(R) 
where jF is exactly the map induced by R --f a= R/F(R), hence &(R)/jF(R) 
is Pointwise F-torsion. If X E QPF(R), put X.p=&,(X). Let I E 9(F) be 
such that Ij C R, then: 
&(I’) = n,(Il) = (I&i. 
On the other hand: 
ii, =Iiip(X) = I@+), 
hence, multiplication of Points in Qpp(R) is compatible with “scalar” 
multiplication in the R-Module structure. To check associativity consider 
6. (X-p) for & X, ,ii~&p~(R). By defmition ~.(X.,E) =j2,(8) where ?=x.p. 
Choose I E S(F) such that 18 CR and (16)x C 8. This is possible since 
(18)x=1(6.& moreover we may assume that I is flabby by Lemma 1 .l. 
Then : 
I(& (X.p))=&@)=(IF)(Zp)= (IF) ?cp(X)=iip((IB)X)=((16)X)p= 
=(I(&X))p=I((B.X).p). 
Since Qpp(R) is F-torsion free 6. (1.~) = (6.1) .,ii follows. 
NOW let 5, y E Qpp(R)(U) for some U E open(X). Take 1, /Z E Qpp(R) 
such that P(U) =x, p(U) =y, and define zy=p.p( U). If this is well-defined 
then a ring structure in Qm(R)( U) is defined and the R( U)-linear dg(Qp~(R)) 
is a ring homomorphism, for all V C U in open(X). The Ring structure 
obtained is clearly uniquely determined by the R-Module structure of 
&PIP(R). In order to verify that the definition of xy is independent of the 
choice of Points +, ,ii through x, y it is sufficient to establish that: if & 
extends an R-morphism 7~: R --f QPF(R), such that z(U) : R(U) -+ QPF(R)( U) 
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is the zero map, to G: QPF(R) + Q&Z), then G(U) is the zero map. Take 
,E E QPF(R) and consider 3(p) E QP@). There exists a flabby I E .3’(F) 
such that 1,~ C R. Then: %(I,$ = n(Ip), hence $(J,z) 1 U = 0. However : 
(In(,Z))l U= (II U)(?c(p)I U) =I(&(&[ U), by the foregoing lemma. Hence 
I($p)I U) = 0, i.e. the Point &d(p)/ U E F(QPF(R)I U). 
Since F is contractible F(Qpp(R)I U) = F(QPF(R))I U, but as a sub- 
Module of the injective hull of 2, QPF(R) is F-torsion free, hence s(p)1 U = 6. 
This holds for every ,ii E QPF(R), hence g(U) = 0 n 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let ME R-Mod. Then P&&M) is a QpF(R)-Module 
in a natural way. 
PROOF. &p&PM) is flabby, hence using left exactness of QF, QpF(P.&f) C 
C P&F(M). Also, if ii E &F(N) then IF C .E = M/F(M) for some flabby left 
Ideal I E Z(P). Hence I,ii C PiV = PM. Right multiplication by p defines 
an R-linear map Z: I -+ PM -+ Q~F(PM) which extends, in a natural way, 
to an R-linear &: R --f &p~(pM), by Pointwise F-injectivity of Qpp(PM) 
and Proposition 1.3. 
Hence S(i) =p and ,E E Qpp(PM) follows. Thus QpF(PM) =PQp(M). We 
have reduced the problem to the case where M is flabby; in this case 
we proceed exactly as in the foregoing proof to show that Qp~(ill) is a 
@@)-Module m 
3. “POINTWISE" PROPERTY (T) 
Let 1 be any left Ideal of R. Since QPF is left semi-exact Qpp(PI) C 
C Qpp(R). By Proposition 2.6., P&&I) = Qpp(PI) is a Qp@)-Module and 
hence a left Ideal of Qpp(R). Therefore we have : 
QPF(R)~F(PI) C P&F(I). 
A torsion theory F is said to have property (T) Pointwise if and only if: 
&~p(R)jp(PI)=P&p(.l), for all IEZ(F). Put R=R/B’(R), and Jo: R +- 
+ &F(R) which induces R + Qpp(R) is again denoted by jp. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F be a contractible torsion theory having 
property (T) Pointwise. Let J be a left Ideal of QpF(&!), then &p&j;‘(J)) = 
= J = Q~F(R) Jc, where JC =jpj;‘(J) = J n R. 
PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram, with exact rows and 
colums : 
F 0 
4 4 
o--Jc-J (*I 
4 4 
n B QPF(Jc) += QPF@) 
NOW J/Jc is F-torsion (as a submodule of Qpp(R)/R) while Qpp(Jc)/Jc is 
Pointwise F-torsion by construction. We will proof simultanuously that 
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J and &(Jc) both equal Qp&R)Jc. Put Y = J or Qp&Jc). Let p E Y(U) 
and consider the diagram (*)I U for U E open(X). Denote QpF(R)Jc by 
Jw. Since Y/J”” is F-torsion because it is an homomorphic image of Y/Jc, 
it follows that (YI U)/(JwlU) is F-torsion. If p E YJU then I;ii C Jcel U 
for some I (flabby) E 9(F). Obviously Jcel U is a &p&R)-Module, therefore 
QPF(R)PJ ,G C JwjU, hence p E Jcel U, i.e. : ,u E Jce(U) for all ,U E Y(U). 
Hence, Y = Jw follows n 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The following statements are equivalent : 
1. F has property (T) Pointwise. 
2. Every Qpp(R)-Module N is Pointwise F-torsion free. 
3. Every Qp@)-Module 2M is F-torsion free. 
PROOF. 1. ==s- 2. : If ,LZ E PF(M) then Iii= 0 with I E 9(F) yields 
QPF(R)P~~ = 0, hence ,ij = 0 follows. 
2. ==+ 1.: It is clear that QPF(R)~F(PI) C QPF(~F(PI)) = QPF(P~). We 
have an inclusion: 
However, the smaller Module is flabby and Q~~(R)/QPF(R)~F(PI) is 
Pointwise F-torsion free by the assumptions made, hence Qpp(PI) = 
= &PI@)~F(PI). N OW, left exactness of QF implies that we have an 
injection 
QF(WQF(~4 -+ QF(W4. 
But P1 E S(F) yields Q&R/PI) = 0, hence Q&R) = Q&PI). “Taking Points” 
yields : QPZ@) = PQF(PI) = Qp&‘I). Finally, 
QPFPI) = QP#) = QPF(WF(PI) 
follows. 
3. =2- 2.: Trivial. 
1. ==k- 3.: Suppose that p E F(M)( U, then contractibility of F yields 
that there exists an I E .9(F) such that Iii = 0. Then Qp@)Plp = 0 and 
,ii= U follows. Hence, since to every non-zero ,U E F(M)(U) there corre- 
sponds a non-zero ,i~ E F(M)1 U it follows that F(M)(U) =o for all 
U E open(X), i.e. F(M) =B n 
The following is a rather close generalization of the similar proposition 
about localization in module categories : 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Following statements are equivalent : 
1. F has property (2’) Pointwise. 
2. Every QpF(R)-Module M is Pointwise F-injective and F-torsion free. 
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PROOF. In view of the foregoing proposition we only have to prove 
that 1. implies Pointwise P-injectivity of M. Let I E S(F) and suppose 
that an R-morphism a : I -+ M is given. Since M is F-torsion free, cx 
induces an R-morphism, again denoted by 01, B : I/F(I) --f M. Note: 
~-F(I) = I/F(I). F rom 1. we deduce that QPF(R)~F(I) =&m(R) and thus 
i= J$ C&C% with 4 ~j~(1), C$ E &W(R). Then I n ((-la (R: &)) E 9(F) and 
let H be the flabby part of it, hence H E 9(F) too. Put Z= L; &ta~(6~) 
and define /3: R -+ M by p(1) =Z If k E H, then we get: 
Hence ,9 and (Y coincide on HE dip(F). Therefore ,9lI --LY induces an R- 
morphism I/H -+ M which is the zero-map because F(I/H) = I/H while 
F(M) =O. Proposition 1.3. finishes the proof n 
Note : The multiplications of Points appearing in this proof can be 
carried out because the Ring structure of QpdR) is compatible with the 
R-Module structure. 
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